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Communal Doors

SECURITY DOORS

Leading manufacturer and
supplier of communal access
and security doors.
NEWTON

SECURITY DOORS
Supplying the UK market for over 30 years,
Newton Security Doors is a leading manufacturer
and supplier of communal access and security
doors for the social housing and public building
sectors.

With a 1 year manufacturer’s warranty on hardware,
and a 5 year fabrication warranty, our doors require
low maintenance, and provide long life reliability.
Secured By Design and LPCB accredited options are
available, providing proven security and durability.

Developed in partnership with police, architects
and clients, Newton’s range of communal access
and security doors are designed to withstand heavy
traffic, whilst meeting both visual and security
requirements.

Newton doors are polyester powder coated in a
wide range of high quality colours and finishes, as
standard. All doors are manufactured in the UK,
and we offer nationwide delivery and installation
services.

LPS 2081: Issue 1 SRB
Cert ref. 312m

SECURED BY DESIGN AND LPCB ACCREDITED ALUMINIUM COMMUNAL DOORS, WITH
ENHANCED STRENGTH AND CORROSION RESISTANCE, AND A 10 YEAR ANTI-RUST WARRANTY
Constructed from reinforced aluminium and
stainless steel, the ClassicAL combines superior
strength and vandal resistance, with a sleek,
contemporary appearance.

ClassicAL is available with a variety of locking
options, including Secured by Design approved
high quality maglocks with integral surge
protection, and panic escape push bars.

Supplied with a 10 year anti-rust warranty, ClassicAL
not only provides enhanced corrosion resistance,
it is also the most cost-effective and economic
choice. Using lightweight, robust materials means
the ClassicAL is far easier to install, and can weigh
up to 60% less than a similar steel door.

ClassicAL is made to measure, and offered in 15
different single and double door configurations,
including a fully glazed option. The ClassicAL
range offers both single and double doors, with
optional side, overhead or standalone panels,
with customisable solid and glazed infills.

Designed to meet rigorous requirements, ClassicAL
doors are Secured by Design accredited, and
LPCB certified to LPS 2081 Security Rating B.

Due to its inventive design, the ClassicAL is
precision engineered to be manufactured in
Newton’s shortest lead time.

PAS 24:2016
Cert ref. 312n

VERSATILE STEEL COMMUNAL DOORS, SUCCESSFULLY TESTED BY THE LPCB, WITH
SECURED BY DESIGN ACCREDITATION, AND A 2 YEAR WARRANTY AGAINST CORROSION
In recognition of the need for attractive
entranceways that withstand heavy use and
vandalism, Classic2 communal doors have been
designed to combine appearance, durability and
value.

Providing certified security, Newton’s Classic2
communal doors are a Secured by Design
accredited ‘Police Preferred Specification,’ and
have been successfully tested by the LPCB to
PAS 24.

Combining traditional features with a number of
new design elements to produce the ultimate
steel communal door, the Classic2 is the bestperforming, most cost-effective door of its class.

Classic2 communal doors are available in 17
different design configurations, with optional side,
over or standalone panels, and customisable solid
and glazed infills.

Weather tested, and tested to withstand 100,000
operational cycles, the Classic2 has proven
durability, and is supplied with a 2 year anti-rust
warranty.

The Classic2 is easy to install, with a patented autoaligning mounting system, and has a lightweight
operation that is compliant with the opening forces
requirement of BS8300.

STAINLESS STEEL COMMUNAL DOORS,
IDEAL FOR EXTREME ENVIRONMENTS
The Classic2S is constructed from stainless
steel, giving all the advantages of the
Classic2 with enhanced corrosion resistance
and robustness, making Classic2S communal
doors particularly ideal for coastal locations.
With 17 different design configurations, the
Classic2S is visually identical to Classic2
communal doors, so they can be used in
conjunction to meet differing levels of risk.
Classic2S communal doors are fitted with high
quality stainless steel maglocks with surge
protection, and supplied with a 10 year antirust warranty.

EVB2
PREMIUM STAINLESS STEEL COMMUNAL
DOORS, WITH CONTROLLED ACCESS
Manufactured from high quality stainless
steel, EVB2 controlled access doors offer
superior security.
EVB2 is a premium communal door, that is
both attractive and secure, with a lightweight
operation that is compliant with the opening
forces requirement of BS8300.
The stainless steel construction of the EVB2
ensures significant corrosion resistance.
EVB2 is available in 17 different design
configurations, with glazed and solid infills,
and optional side and over panels.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Auto aligning
mounting system

Concealed door
closer

Replaceable
glazing
systems

Draught protection
system

One piece
tamper
proof seal

Anti-nip hinge profile

150mm stainless steel
kickplate

Range of
architectural hardware

Heavy
duty pivots

12mm ramped
aluminium threshold
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Please note, the configurations are shown with glazing panels, but
any of these may be replaced with solid infill. 6mm or 10mm laminate,
polycarbonate or double glazing is available.

T*

U*

*Unavailable for ClassicAL
*Exclusive to ClassicAL

ACCREDITATIONS
Secured by Design is the official UK Police flagship
initiative, combining the principles of ‘designing
out crime’ with physical security, creating high
level security standards.

The Loss Prevention Certification Board (LPCB)
offers third-party testing of products, confirming
that products meet a certain criteria, and providing
a certified standard of security.

A security product is awarded Secured by Design
status when it demonstrates its effectiveness in
preventing or reducing crime, through passing
standards and tests nominated by the police
service, usually by resistance to physical attack.

LPS 2081 and PAS 24 evaluate the resistance
of physical security products when targeted by
intruders using stealth. LPS 2081 Security Rating B
testing simulates an opportunistic attack using tools
such as a bolt cutter, and pipe wrench.

NEWTON

SECURITY DOORS

Supplying communal doors to
social housing and public sector
clients for over 30 years.
Newton Security Doors
Dunlop Drive
Meadowhead Industrial Estate
Irvine
Ayrshire
KA11 5AU
T 01294 272667
E securitydoors@newtonholdings.com
www.newtonsecuritydoors.co.uk
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